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Hey guys, hope you will have a look into my app.
Posted by |FP| Callum - 08 Jun 2011 14:45
_____________________________________

hello everybody, just wanted to take a moment of your time to look at this quick video

this is a video of a hacker that was on twkWCS earlier today, I was really getting wound up at the fact
that I could not do anything about it being just a TWK member, I would not want full admin like WCS
admin and things like that, just basic admin with ban/mute/kick to keep the server from getting players
like fapO using aimbot and getting everybody to leave the server or getting it down to a low number of 5
players or so. 

Thanks for looking into this guys and hope you get back to me soon 

 - Callum 

============================================================================

Re: Hey guys, hope you will have a look into my app.
Posted by Jam - 09 Jun 2011 16:11
_____________________________________

colin1uk wrote:

M3ntoz wrote:

Gimp wrote:

with ban and kick, u can remove them from the server by force, but with sounds u can annoy them to
DEATH eg deadness, id say sounds has the upper hand there 

there is command to turn sounds off.

yeah its called mute at the bottem left of your screen.  sry.

Left or right? 

============================================================================
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Re: Hey guys, hope you will have a look into my app.
Posted by colin1uk - 09 Jun 2011 16:14
_____________________________________

Jam wrote:

colin1uk wrote:

M3ntoz wrote:

Gimp wrote:

with ban and kick, u can remove them from the server by force, but with sounds u can annoy them to
DEATH eg deadness, id say sounds has the upper hand there 

there is command to turn sounds off.

yeah its called mute at the bottem left of your screen.  sry.

Left or right? 

hehe.
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